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One of the outstanding problems of the biologist, whether he be beginning student or specialists, is

that of understanding technical terms. The best way to understand and remember technical terms is

to understand first their component parts, or roots. This dictionary has been designed primarily to

meet the needs of the beginning student, the medical student, and the taxonomist, but it should be

of value to all biologists.
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A Reference Book Only and Maybe for some Collegiate Person with a Specific Need. Some Lay

Person or Student Roving the Topic of Etymology Would BE Better Suited With Many Other Books.

I Donated this Book to the Library...I Wonder if it will ever be checked out.

Purchased for a college zoology course.Despite being purchased solely as part of a class

requirement, this book has become one of my favorite possessions. You really can garner a much

better understanding of the vocabulary being used around you if word roots are taken into account.

Knowing word roots doesn't necessarily give you the exact meaning of every word, but it absolutely

helps with understanding words that you are unfamiliar with, or seeing how a particular word most

likely formed.I would highly recommend this book for anyone looking into/ currently studying any

form of science or English as it will help to make new vocabulary words a bit less daunting and most

likely improve the size of your overall vocabulary.



I may sound kind of nerdy when I say this, but I like dictionaries. I especially like this one. I'm on my

second copy. I passed my first copy to a friend who needed it for a test.It should be noted that this

dictionary isn't for the average user. This dictionary is for individuals who have a specific use for it. I

would say the intended use is for those in the medical and science field as it has special sections

devoted to those fields. As I linguist, I have found to be an excellent book to use as a quick

reference to define words simply by their roots and prefixes. I recommend this dictionary to

someone who wants to explore the meaning of words without having to use a traditional dictionary

to do. This handy little book (under 300 pages), makes finding the definitions of complex words a

cinch.

Very helpful book for science majors, could probably use it for life as part of a reference library.

If you're a student the sciences, especially biological, just get the book. If you take the time to look

up prefixes and suffixes you see a lot, it becomes a lot easier to a) just see new terminology and

already have a good idea what means, 2) memorize taxonomy. No reason not to have it. Very small,

fits easily in my jeans back pocket.

Very helpful for new student

I've been using this book for 5 years now and I love it. It is simple and easy to use. I started using

this book in college when I took zoology and ended up referring to in all my other biology classes:

botany, microbiology, physiology, ornithology, and genetics. Since graduation, I've been teaching

high school biology for three years and I have been using it every year. It is great for vocab practice

and for creating student vocabulary worksheets. I also have my students use it to create names for

a made-up creature in an assignment called "Rat Island". My students enjoy reading through the

book trying to find terms for their animal. It is starting to show wear little and I'm thinking of ordering

enough for a class set. I love this book. The only part I don't like is that there is no comprehensive

list of English to Greek/Latin words. This has not been a big deal, but would be a nice feature to

make creating names simpler. Overall, this is a great book that will find its way into the hands of any

biologist time and time again.

I bought this book because of my work and my graduate studies. I needed a quick reference for

Latin and Greek combining forms and word roots for my medical-related job, so I could be assured



of the spelling rules when combining Greek words to form medical words, especially since my job

requires me to be very accurate. In addition to that, I'm taking graduate courses in theology that now

require some basic knowledge of Greek word roots. Although I haven't taken up ancient Greek

language yet as a subject, I just know this book will be very helpful as it has already been an

invaluable resource for me with my other theology subjects. Because of its small size, I keep it in my

binder all the time and bring it to all my classes where I can just whip it out and look up any Greek

roots that I need help with. The book's Latin word roots and combining forms will also help me by

the time I need to study a bit of Latin during the course of my studies. Let me just add, though, that

this book in no way takes the place of a good Greek or Latin dictionary that can tell you how the

meanings and conjugations of words change with moods and tenses.
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